Advanced Matching – The Bathroom

Directions: Draw a line from words to their definitions.

A) bathroom  1) the room which houses the shower and toilet
B) bathtub    2) a large piece of cloth used to dry your body
C) sink       3) used to clean dirt off of your body; it comes in solid (bar) and liquid (body wash) forms
D) faucet     4) a hanging piece of material that keeps water from splashing outside of the shower area
E) shampoo    5) a reflective surface that you can use to see your own image
F) soap       6) a type of soap used to wash your hair
G) lotion     7) a device used to cut the hair on your face or the rest of your body
H) shaver     8) a type of liquid used to moisturize your body
I) shower curtain 9) a fixture in which you can wash your hands
J) towel      10) a device in the sink or bathtub which controls the flow of water
K) mirror     11) a tub that you can bathe in